Aggregation of gold nanoframes reduces, rather than enhances, SERS efficiency due to the trade-off of the inter- and intraparticle plasmonic fields.
It is usually observed and understood that aggregation of silver and gold solid nanoparticles gives rise to enhanced SERS spectra due to the increased plasmon field between the particles. In the present work, we observed that the increase of aggregation of Langmuir-Blodgett assembled 80 nm gold nanoframe particles reduces the efficiency of the surface-enhanced Raman spectra of adsorbed thiophenol molecules. Using discrete dipole approximation simulation of the plasmonic fields of a pair of nanoframes as a function of their interparticle separation, it is found that at large separation the fields inside the cavities are stronger than those outside. As the interpair separation decreases, the gain in the interparticle field does not make up for the loss in the field within the cavities, supporting the observation of the decrease in the SERS intensity with aggregation.